MAKE
DIFFERENT
EASY
MXCW MICROFLEX® COMPLETE WIRELESS
The shifting events landscape requires blended technology
solutions for virtual, in-person, and mixed formats.
Shure’s MXCW System offers the flexibility, scalability,
and reliability that event organizers need. Make remote or
socially distanced participants feel part of the conversation,
with high-quality audio that is built to adapt.

WIRELESS THAT JUST WORKS
NO DISRUPTION

SECURE YOUR MEETING

Innovative wireless technology automatically
selects clean transmission channels and actively
avoids interference to ensure your meeting
remains uninterrupted.

Confidential conversations? No problem.
AES-128 wireless encryption keeps your
meeting content private and gives you
peace of mind.

SIMPLE & QUICK SETUP

PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE

With only three core components, even nontechnical users can set up the system in minutes.
The web interface allows configuration changes
with a few clicks.

Configure the wireless conference units to support
different user roles. Display event logo or images,
participant names, meeting agenda, or voting subject on
the customizable touchscreen.

FOR EVOLVING EVENT NEEDS
SOCIAL DISTANCING

IN-PERSON AND REMOTE ATTENDANCE

The all-in-one design serves everyone in the
meeting with great audio, even on a stretched
seating plan. Each participant gets a dedicated
microphone, loudspeaker and control right
in front of them.

Keep on-site and virtual attendees engaged with highquality audio. Digital and analog connectivity offers
flexible integration with live streaming applications,
online meeting software, or other downstream
equipment.
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EVERY VENUE COVERED
EFFORTLESSLY
RECONFIGURED

LOW FOOTPRINT &
VENUE FRIENDLY

EXTRA SPACE
BETWEEN ATTENDEES

Allows maximum flexibility
with room layouts and
accommodates changes in
seating arrangements.

Avoid unsightly cable runs,
reduce tripping hazards and
the overall impact of temporary
AV setups in all types of
venues.

Expand the seating plan to
ensure safe social distance
while maintaining consistent
sound for each participant.

SOCIALLY DISTANCED LAYOUTS

HISTORIC & HIGH-PROFILE VENUES

OUTDOOR & UNUSUAL VENUES

BOARDROOMS

FLEXIBLE ROOMS

SEMINAR ROOMS

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

MXCWAPT
WIRELESS ACCESS POINT TRANSCEIVER
Controls up to
125 Wireless Conference Units

MXCW640
WIRELESS CONFERENCE UNIT
With a choice of Gooseneck
Microphones

MXCWNCS
NETWORKED CHARGING STATION
Charge and store up to 10 SB930
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Batteries
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